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ANIMETROPOLIS & IDA ANNOUNCE CO-PRODUCTION WITH 
EFG-RENASCENCE OF ANIMATED FEATURE ADAPTATION OF 

TAD WILLIAMS’ FANTASY-ADVENTURE NOVEL 
“TAILCHASER’S SONG”, UNVEIL TEASER POSTER

FILM PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH 
SAM WORTHINGTON’S FULL CLIP PRODUCTIONS

“RISE OF THE GUARDIANS” DIRECTOR PETER RAMSEY 
JOINS PRODUCTION AS EXECUTIVE PRODUCER,

AUTHOR TAD WILLIAMS AS CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

FRIDAY, MAY 24, 2013 -- Animetropolis, IDA and EFG-Renascence Productions are pleased to unveil the producing 
team and teaser poster for their animated feature film adaptation of Tad Williams’ acclaimed best-selling novel 
TAILCHASER’S SONG.  The stereoscopic 3D CG-animated family film commences production later this year. 

“We couldn’t be more honored to have assembled such an esteemed group of filmmakers to bring this project to 
fruition,” said producers Paul Alvarado-Dykstra, Samantha Inoue-Harte, Junya Okabe, Solomon J. LeFlore, and Susan 
Gee in a joint statement.  “Our team brings an extraordinary array of experience and expertise to the film, and a 
shared passion for the source material.”

Co-Executive Producer Tad Williams is an international best-selling author of fantasy and science fiction.  Since 
1985, he has written 18 novels and 2 story collections, and his work has been translated into more than 20 
languages.  Tad’s stories have earned critical acclaim and immense popularity worldwide.  

TAILCHASER’S SONG was his first novel, while his OTHERLAND series has been optioned by Warner Brothers 
for a live-action feature adaptation, and is also the basis for the groundbreaking new MMORPG of the same name 
from RealU, dtp Entertainment and gamigo.

“If you’re going to collaborate, you want to collaborate with smart and creative people, and so far I have seen 
ample evidence that that’s the case,” said Williams in a statement.  “They’re really interested in bringing the book to 
the screen in the spirit it was written, which is all I can ask for.  I am really pleased and excited.” 
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Executive Producer Peter Ramsey made his feature film directing debut on DreamWorks Animation’s RISE OF THE 
GUARDIANS last year (worldwide box office $300 million) after working on the studio’s PUSS IN BOOTS, 
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS, SHREK THE THIRD and SHARK TALE.  Previously, he was a top production illustrator and 
storyboard artist on such blockbusters as INDEPENDENCE DAY, MEN IN BLACK, and MINORITY REPORT.  

“I think the story has lots of promise and it’s a world that feels pretty fresh,” said Ramsey.  “I’m impressed with the 
artwork I've seen so far, and with the project overall.”

Producers Solomon J. LeFlore and Susan Gee have secured a number of U.S. studio production output 
arrangements and are currently producers on Isabel Rey and director Fernando Cortizo’s Spanish language stop-
motion feature animation O’APOSTOLO that is making its way from the festival circuit to major distribution.  
O’APOSTOLO was recently nominated for Goya Awards for Best Animation in 14 categories, and an English 
language version is currently in progress.  In addition to TAILCHASER’S SONG, the producers are entering pre-
production on the Germany/New Zealand co-production JOHN’S REVELATIONS and UK/New Zealand co-
production TRANSFERENCE with producer partner Tim Coddington (NARNIA; CIRQUE DU SOLEIL; CYBER).

Solomon J. LeFlore, EFG-Renascence’s co-founder, said, “We are looking forward to being in business with Paul and 
Samantha, IDA, Full Clip and the entire creative team on the U.S./Japan feature co-production of Tad Williams’ 
TAILCHASER’S SONG.  We are excited to help bring this amazing project to the big screen in a big way.”

Full Clip Productions, founded by Sam Worthington, John Schwarz and Michael Schwarz, are currently attached to 
produce FOR THE DOGS, a feature film directed by Philip Noyce and starring Sam Worthington and Hailee 
Steinfeld based on the novel by Kevin Wignall; GALLIPOLI STORY, a six-hour mini-series for FOXTEL co-produced 
with NBCUniversal International’s Matchbox Pictures, written by Stuart Beattie and Jacquelin Perske; THE 
BROKEN, a 2012 Black List script, written by John Glosser and being directed by Rob Lorenze; and CLEANERS, a 
crime/action series from writer/director Paul Leyden for Sony’s Crackle digital platform.  

“Full Clip has long been a fan of animated movies and have been looking for the right project to start our venture 
into animated feature films following our foray into the world of graphic novels,” said Full Clip VP Luca Scalisi.  “We 
are big fans of the book and the creative forces behind the project.  We are excited to work alongside such 
accomplished producers and look forward to bringing this beloved book to the screen.”

Animetropolis previously announced IDA (International Digital Artists, the first Japanese studio ever nominated for 
a Visual Effects Society Award for animation) as production partner and lead animation unit for TAILCHASER’S 
SONG.  “IDA adds their unique sense of Japanese creativity to the universal appeal of the novel, which will result in 
an extraordinary animated film for a worldwide audience,” said Alvarado-Dykstra and Inoue-Harte.

Animetropolis partners Paul Alvarado-Dykstra and Samantha Inoue-Harte are producing with IDA’s Junya Okabe 
and EFG-Renascence Production’s partners Solomon J. LeFlore and Susan Gee, in association with Full Clip 
Productions and Fire Duck.  Executive producers are Peter Ramsey and Full Clip’s Luca Scalisi.  Co-executive 
producers are author Tad Williams and Full Clip’s Michael Schwarz.  Co-producer is IDA’s Yasumasa Kutami, and 
associate producers are Fire Duck’s Chris Rydo and Bethany Rhoades, who co-wrote the screenplay adaptation. 

 MEDIA ALERT :  Producers Paul Alvarado-Dykstra and Samantha Inoue-Harte will present a panel on 
TAILCHASER’S SONG at 3pm tomorrow (Saturday, May 25) at Comicpalooza (comicpalooza.com) in 
Houston, Texas at the George R. Brown Convention Center in Panel Room 3.  For interview requests, 
please contact 512-293-5254. 
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ABOUT TAILCHASER’S SONG

Hailed “as fully realized as Watership Down” by Publishers Weekly and written by “the best author of epic fantasy not 
named Tolkien” according to The New Yorker, TAILCHASER’S SONG follows a young ginger tomcat named Fritti 
Tailchaser on a perilous quest to find his best friend, Hushpad, after she mysteriously vanishes.  This imaginative 
fantasy adventure takes us through a wondrous world of whiskery heroes and villains, culminating in an epic battle 
against an evil cat god.  [Over 3 million copies sold, and over 25 years in print.]

ABOUT ANIMETROPOLIS

Animetropolis is a boutique transmedia studio that develops and produces compelling cross-cultural creative 
content on a low-budget, low-risk indie film scale, focusing on animation and companion mobile/social game apps.  
Animetropolis combines expertise in creative development and animation production supervision with robust 
international production partnerships, along with substantial licensing and merchandising opportunities.  

Paul Alvarado-Dykstra co-founded Fantastic Fest (the preeminent genre film festival in the U.S.; fantasticfest.com) 
and Ain’t It Cool, Inc. (publisher of aintitcoolnews.com), founded the Texas Film Festival (txfilmfest.com), and has 
worked with award-winning filmmakers including Oscar nominees Guillermo del Toro and Frances Reid. 

Samantha Inoue-Harte is a long-time veteran of the Japanese and American animation industries.  As an animator 
she has worked with Disney, Spike TV, Nickelodeon, Warner Brothers, and Cartoon Network, and has also worked 
with A.D. Vision Films, Funimation Entertainment and New Generation Pictures.  

ABOUT EFG-RENASCENCE PRODUCTIONS

Entertainment Finance Group (“EFG”) - Renascence Electronic Media (“EFG-Renascence”), founded by Solomon J. 
LeFlore and Susan Gee, develops, acquires, finances, produces and distributes motion pictures for the global 
marketplace, and is the lead financing and distribution partner for TAILCHASER’S SONG.  EFG is led by Solomon J. 
LeFlore, a motion picture industry advisor, consultant, and financier of over 100 feature films representing over $3 
billion of project finance commitments.  EFG-Renascence Productions currently has a development slate of feature 
motion picture and television projects which is overseen by industry development veteran Lana Wiltshire 
Campbell, formerly of Elephant Walk Productions.

ABOUT IDA

IDA (International Digital Artists) was founded by CEO Junya Okabe, former Vice President and Chief Creative 
Executive at Tsuburaya Productions.  Through a career of over 25 years, Okabe has received several awards and 
gained a wide variety of experiences in the fields of character and project development, film production, CG, special 
effects, and the toy industry both nationally and internationally.  Located in Tokyo and Los Angeles, IDA has been 
developing several international projects utilizing Okabe’s long industry experience and his broad network of 
Japanese creators.  In 2011, IDA became the first Japanese studio ever nominated for the “Outstanding 
Achievement in an Animated Short” award by the Visual Effects Society (VES) for their CG-animated action short 
CAT SHIT ONE.
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